Wipro Lighting sets up automated streetlights in PEC Chandigarh’s
“Smart City Innovation Centre”
Bangalore, India, June 26, 2017:
Wipro Lighting has installed automated streetlights at the Smart City Innovation Center (SCIC), sector 12
campus, PEC University of Technology, Chandigarh in an endeavor to model and test smart outdoor lighting
solutions for the union territory’s Smart City Project.
PEC’s sprawling campus is being used as a miniature township for testing high-tech public services
proposed to be introduced in Chandigarh under the Center’s flagship project. To begin with, PEC Campus
has Wipro’s smart streetlight poles installed.
The smart outdoor lighting system is based on LPRF (Lower Power Radio Frequency) technology along with
GPRS. It is deployed on smart street lights with individual level luminaire control, also facilitated with
dimming option. The system is termed as CCMS (Centrally Control and Monitoring System) where multiple
street lights are centrally controlled and monitored. This helps in real time energy monitoring, dynamic
energy saving based on astronomical time clock. Features like remote monitoring of the street lights and
automated fault finding & proactive correction makes system more effective. The system also generates
reports on energy consumption pattern, alarms (theft, failure) and sends alerts.
The streetlights are capable of detecting daylight and adjusting their lumen output accordingly. They will
also be compatible with pollution sensors which will further be used for monitoring oxygen and carbon
dioxide levels on the streets.

About Wipro Enterprises (P) Ltd.
Wipro Lighting, a part of Wipro Consumer Care and Lighting Group was started in 1992 to manufacture and
market lighting products. Today Wipro Lighting has become synonymous with leadership in thought and
reliability in the LED lighting industry. Wipro Lighting has a wide range of LED product offerings and
profitable presence across application areas including modern workspaces, industries, retail, healthcare,
pharmaceutical firms, roads & highways and landscapes.
Wipro Consumer Care and Lighting group (WCCLG), a part of Wipro Enterprises (P) Ltd, is among the fastest
growing FMCG businesses in India. Wipro Consumer Care’s businesses include personal wash products,
toiletries, personal care products, baby care products, wellness products, electrical wire devices, Domestic
and Commercial lighting and Modular office furniture. It has a strong brand presence with significant market
share across segments in India, South East Asia and the Middle East.
For more information, please visit our website at
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